
X.25 Substitution

The Challenge

Legacy services such as X.25 are still in use worldwide for a 
range of applications. Over the years, many customers have 
made significant investments in equipment and processes that 
depend on X.25 and specific features the service offers, making it 
difficult or disruptive for them to move to alternative services.

Meanwhile, operators cannot guarantee the quality of service or 
SLAs over networks based on ageing or unsupported equipment. 
Ideally, they would like to retire the legacy networks completely, 
migrating all customers to an IP service, with lowest overall cost. 
However, service providers are wary of forcing customers into a 
potentially costly and disruptive upgrade that is likely to result in 
a loss of customers and revenues. Without an alternative, some 
carriers have been running X.25 networks unsupported, with well-
publicised network outages as a consequence.

What is needed is a means of replicating the X.25 service, 
including all of the X.25 features used, over a low-cost, fully 
supported IP infrastructure. This will allow carriers to continue 
providing existing legacy services, eliminating customer disruption 
and alienation, while slashing the cost of providing the service.

Solution

Virtual Access offers solutions where all X.25 services and 
access possibilities can be replicated on a modern IP network, 
with fully supported equipment. Disruption of customers' services 
is minimised and equipment replacement eliminated, while 
additional access methods allow combined services to be offered, 
as well as a simple migration path to All-IP when the customer 
is ready. Unlike other solutions, Virtual Access offers complete 
replication of all X.25 advanced features, not just transport.

Benefits

Retire legacy equipment and slash support costs
Lock in customers to a portfolio of services that competing carriers   

  will find hard to replicate
Securely and reliably connect existing X.25 users to the new network
Free significant amounts of valuable space and power in POPs
Replicate existing X.25 service and facilities, including billing
Options to use existing access method, or broadband for combined   

  X.25 and IP services
No customer equipment or configuration changes
Wide variety of interface backup and enhanced quality of service   

  mechanisms to guarantee delivery
Improved service provisioning, reporting and management
Simplify later migration of customers to All-IP
Outsourced option
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How it Works

The heart of the service is based on the Virtual Access Always-
On Server (AOS). This product provides the intelligence needed 
to support X.25 switching, routing and facilities. The solution 
maintains the X.25 service presentation to the customer device, 
but service delivery can be over xDSL broadband, Ethernet, 
E1, leased lines, ISDN-D channel or dial access. This allows 
all existing X.25 customers to be supported using their existing 
access method if minimal disruption is desired. Alternatively, 
they can use broadband access, enabling the provision of 
additional services over the same connection. 

The solution is built from three main components: the AOS; the 
Service Managed Gateway; and Activator.

AOS

The AOS connects to the IP network and directly replaces 
existing public X.25 networks supporting both traditional leased 
line, ISDN, dial and IP access. The AOS is built on state-
of-the-art server technology and provides a modern flexible 
architecture that enables low-cost service delivery with minimal 
operational resources. The AOS can act either as an X.25 POP, 
directly terminating leased lines to the customer site, or as an 
X.25 server located somewhere in an IP network. In the latter 
case, a low-cost Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) - the 
Virtual Access SMG - is used on the customer site to transport 
X.25 connections over broadband IP access. These modes of 
operation can be used simultaneously, depending on customer 
needs.

The AOS is responsible for providing switching and all the 
features of the X.25 network that customers may be using.

SMG

The SMG CPE provides the physical interface and transport 
protocols for leased line, Async, dial and ISDN access over 
broadband, 3G, G.703, or PSTN connection. This allows 
simultaneous delivery of X.25, IP and other services to the 
customer premises over a single line.

Activator: a zero touch management system

The Virtual Access Activator system provisions the SMG/AOS 
and provides an OSS interface to other systems. It also assists 
in the migration process from the legacy network to the new 
one.

Maintaining X.25 services over a fully supported NGN/IP infrastructure



Obsolete, unsupported X.25 switches removed 

Existing services replaced 

Delivery over broadband, together with other services 

Support for PSTN, ISDN, analog and digital leased line access 

Simple migration procedure 

Access Options

The following examples are access options for moving the X.25 service to the Virtual Access solution. The methods have been 
used successfully in past projects and Virtual Access can project manage the migration.

Option 1: use existing X.25 leased line circuits

This solution can be used to replicate the X.25 network and services using the exisiting customer access method, usually dedicated 
leased lines. In this case, no customer site visit is required. Some re-organisation of the TDM network to make use of high speed 
access into the AOS will allow reduced hardware costs.
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Features Benefits
The existing leased line circuits are connected to the AOS, either using low speed interfaces 
or after being aggregated on to a channelised E1. No customer site visit needed.

The number of AOS systems used is determined by redundancy and network architecture 
considerations. Interconnection between AOS systems is normally through IP.

Reduced core hardware costs.

Reduced number of POPs.
The AOS management, billing and provisioning systems connects to the AOS over IP. Advanced management capabilities, simple migration of users.
Replicates all current X.25 services. No customer contract changes.
Note: The AOS can directly terminate V.35, X.21, V.24 leased line interfaces, as well as channelised E1 for low-cost aggregation.
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X.25 Network after Migration to IP

The diagram below shows the delivery of X.25 service using a variety of access methods. The old X.25 switches have been 
removed and the IP network is used for core transport and also for customer access in those cases where service delivery by 
broadband is required. In other cases, delivery by existing leased line, dial, or ISDN networks is accommodated.



Option 2: use xDSL broadband to deliver both X.25 and advanced IP services

Optionally, some or all customer sites can be upgraded to use broadband access technologies. The Virtual Access SMG is used 
on the customer site, which provides the X.25 service interface, as well as a variety of IP services such as VPNs and VoIP. The 
upstream broadband connection can be DSL (the SMG has a built-in modem), Ethernet or other technologies. The SMG also 
supports redundancy and load sharing via MLPPP.
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SMGs deliver X.25, IP VPN and other services
over broadband access to customer premises
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Features Benefits
An SMG CPE is placed in the customer's premises to convert the leased line 
to xDSL/3G/Ethernet. SMG is able to handle multiple service types. 

The SMGs are connected to the network over IP.

Leased lines can be removed.

High speed IP access is supported.

Allows more services: VoIP, Ethernet over the same access.

Makes most use of low-cost IP network.
AOS can support a mix of IP and legacy leased lines. Customers can be migrated to Broadband access over time.
Replicates all current X.25 services. Preserve current users' configurations.

Features Benefits
The SMG supports Async/ISDN connectivity over IP. Existing X.25 ISDN devices can be migrated to IP broadband access.
The SMG can support multiple services and interface types. Allows carrier to deliver services such as VoIP and managed LAN services along with X.25.
Flexible AOS configuration. Network can handle a mixture of access technologies.
Dial access supported at AOS (via RAS) Preserves service to existing dial in users.
Dial in to RAS Reduced equipment count.

Option 3: dial access: PSTN and ISDN channel service delivery 

Many existing terminals, especially EPOS, security and ATM, use X.25 connections that are delivered over ISDN lines. The new 
network can accommodate these by connecting the AOS directly to the ISDN network, using it to concentrate the many low-speed 
connections to a high speed connection to the AOS. However, many carriers will want to turn off the ISDN network in the near 
future. In this case, the SMG can replicate the Terminal Adapter Async or the ISDN interface and yet deliver the service to the 
customer site over IP. This bypasses the ISDN network completely but allows customers to retain their ISDN interface.

Other services, such as alarm monitoring, security and low-volume transaction machines, use dial access to an X.25 service. 
Typically, the devices use asynchronous mode over the PSTN to a PAD at a central site. This function is replicated in the new 
network by providing dial access to a modern RAS, which is then connected to an AOS. The AOS then provides the PAD and X.25 
functions.
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Activator Management, Provisioning and Billing
Monitoring

The AOS can be monitored using an SNMP manager and a 
Microsoft Windows-based GUI. The SMG supports a number 
of monitoring interfaces such as SNMP, Syslog, and email. An 
optional Monitor program is also available for the SMG that 
provides up and down status display, advanced diagnostic tools 
and real-time system utilisation reports.

Provisioning and software updates

Activator is the Virtual Access automated provisioning tool and 
provides flow-through provisioning from the customer's OSS 
systems to the network elements.

Activator has the following key features:

Software release control
Service profiling
Automated scheduled service updates
Provider partitioning enables secure customer access to view or   

  modify only the services belonging to that customer
Zero-touch activation of CPE and services

OSS Integrator

The OSS Integrator plug-in provides an interface from the 
Activator into the service provider's Operational Support 
Systems (OSS). This enables a complete flow-through 
provisioning solution from customer order to device installation. 
Integration technologies include structured text: CSV/TSV, 
XML, SQL and HTTP.

Migrating legacy subscriber information

Migrating legacy subscriber information can be costly and error 
prone, but the Activator OSS module helps to automate the 
migration of legacy subscriber information.

Billing

The AOS provides billing support with call data records stored 
in a CSV format.

•
•
•
•

•

SMG Security and Quality of Service Features

The SMG provides a high level of security over IP including the 
following:

Stateful firewall

Denies unauthorised access to the local LAN
Optional IP address translation with bypass rules
132 configurable firewall filters
Flow monitoring and accounting

IPSec VPN

Dedicated encryption hardware built in
10 Mbps VPN throughput
Supports multiple tunnels

Changes to customer numbers or configuration

No changes required to the customer configuration or numbers

End-user applications

Virtual Access products enable ATM, credit card, lottery, utility, 
security, and other services to securely and reliably connect 
remote site terminals to central hosts for authentic, validation, 
configuration, and maintenance.

The zero-touch solution

The IP platform enables the service provider to deliver secure, 
reliable services over a variety of interfaces. Support staff 
have access to a management portal, which enables them to 
place service requests, to perform first-line support tasks and 
to monitor the status of installed appliances, 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week. 

The Monitor portal, coupled with localised information, captured 
by each CPE appliance, offers a ready-made platform for 
delivery of proactive availability monitoring and network 
utilisation reporting.

Outsourcing

In cases where carriers prefer to minimise their involvement 
in the problem of continuity of delivery of legacy services, 
Virtual Access offers an outsourced option. Many alternative 
approaches can be considered, including Virtual Access taking 
over the existing legacy network, organising and overseeing the 
migration to IP, and then managing the final network as a turn-
key project. Please contact Virtual Access for more details.

•
•
•
•
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Case Study 1 
DDX, Japan

The challenge

Japan's largest service provider offers a service 
called DDX, which is used for transaction, 
security and financial services. The client 
decided to replace the legacy X.25 platform 
with the Virtual Access platform that provides 
the same functionality over IP. The customer 
applied extremely tight acceptance criteria with 
reliability being their highest priority 

The solution

The solution converted the legacy network to 
IP. The Virtual Access solution proved to be a 
match for the high criteria requirements and 
has proven to be an improvement on the legacy 
platform by meeting the tight reliability and 
service level requirements of the customer.

The client moved over 200,000 X.25 customers 
from the old X.25 platform to the Virtual Access 
platform. The system currently has over 200,000 
live X.25 customers and is growing.

Case Study 2
TeliaSonera, Sweden

The challenge

TeliaSonera provides an X.25 network used 
for security, emergency services, credit card 
and financial transactions. TeliaSonera are 
turning off their Nortel platform and moving 
customers to the Virtual Access platform, which 
provides the same service over a modern IP 
infrastructure with less equipment.

The solution

The Virtual Access solution maps the legacy 
terminals to an IP address and encapsulates 
the data in IP for transmission over the IP 
network. The facilities provided by the existing 
service are maintained along with providing the 
IP services of the Virtual Access CPE (SMG). 
The SMG Activator has a profile that maps the 
virtual IP address of the local terminals to the 
corresponding legacy link identifier.

Case Study 3
Telstra, Australia

The challenge

Telstra provides a network used for EFTPOS, 
loyalty cards and health card transactions. 
These are high value customers that must have 
high reliability and are important to Telstra and 
its financial services customers in particular. 
Telstra were discontinuing the Nortel DPN 
platform and needed a way to maintain service 
to customers.

The solution

The Virtual Access solution enabled Telstra to 
maintain service over a modern fully supported 
IP infrastructure without disruption to the end-
customers. The Virtual Access solution was 
integrated with Telstra's network management, 
billing and OSS/BSS systems.
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Virtual Access Solution Competitive Solutions
Focus on both commercial public data network and private data network migration

Replaces the Nortel or other X.25 core equipment.

Full set of X.25 facilities including hunt groups, call redirection, multi-DNA, CUGs, 
international X.75.

Billing and centralised routing server.

Centralised provisioning and monitoring.

No customer equipment change.

No customer contract change.

No customer configuration changes.

No ISDN customer site visits.

Quick and smooth migration.

Main focus on private data network migration

Not a direct replacement for the existing service since it does not provide all the facilities. 
For example, CUGS, hunt groups, redirection, X.75, subscriber records.

No ISDN D channel X.25 packet handler.

No billing.

May require a configuration change in the customer's equipment.

Solution is bespoke for each customer, so requires a lot of effort specific to each 
customer.

Migration can take a long time because each customer is migrated individually.

AOS multiplex 4095 VC in to one TCP session.

SMG multiplex multiple VCs in to one TCP session.

One TCP session of one VC.

Good for small scale enterprise deployment.
Migration and Management Migration and Management

OSS interface, automates extraction of subscriber records from existing systems.

Network-wide O&M, centrally done through Activator.

Does not automatically extract and use existing records.

Each customer has their own private network.

Optional CPE X.25 Network Interfaces and Services Supported
X.25 interface types X.21, V.35, V.24, serial, Async
VPN IPSec, MPLS VPN, GRE
WAN interfaces ADSL, G.703, V.90, ISDN, Ethernet, 3G wireless
Backup WAN interface ADSL, V90, 3G wireless
Security Firewall, IPSec
Activator provisioning server Yes
SMG Monitor Optional

Example X.25 Facilities Supported
Closed User Group (CUG) Yes
CUG with incoming access Yes
CUG with outgoing access Yes
Incoming calls barred within CUG Yes
Outgoing calls barred within CUG Yes
SVC Yes
Reversed charging acceptance Yes
Hunt groups Yes
Call redirection Yes
One way logical channel incoming/outgoing Yes
Incoming/outgoing calls barred Yes
Packet size Yes
Window size Yes
Fast select Yes
Reverse charging Yes
CUG selection Yes
X.75 call identifier Yes
Routing Yes
Multi-DNA Yes

Competitive Analysis

Technical Specification


